L ABEL SPOTLIGHT

SMOKE SESSIONS
by marcia hillman

It all began with the neighborhood watering hole,
Augie’s Jazz Bar on Manhattan’s Upper West Side.
When its owner Augusto Cuartas hit on hard times and
had to close in 1998, current owners Paul Stache and
Frank Christopher took over but were unable to reopen
the club under the old name. However, in the meantime,
screenwriter Paul Auster had written the screenplay
for the 1999 movie Smoke in which there was a character
based on the former owner, so Stache and Christopher
chose that as the name for the new club, which opened
in April of 1999.
In the years that Smoke has been operating, there
have been changes in the decorations, addition of a
state-of-the-art sound system and reputation as a
supper club as well as doing a Sunday jazz brunch. But
the room is still the same size, seats 50 people at tables,
has stools at the long bar and a wonderful feeling of
intimacy. The headliners that have appeared at Smoke
include Hank Jones, Wynton Marsalis, Frank Wess,
Benny Golson, Dr. Lonnie Smith, Eric Alexander, Bill
Charlap, Ron Carter, Jane Monheit, Roy Hargrove and
Christian McBride, among others. There is also a
history of groups that have recorded albums live at the
club over the years.
Fastforward into 2014 with the logical evolvement
of Smoke Sessions, the club’s own recording label. The
first CD releases consisted of pianists Eric Reed’s
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Groovewise, Orrin Evans’ Liberation Blues, David
Hazeltine’s For All We Know, Cyrus Chestnut’s Midnight
Melodies and Harold Mabern’s Right On Time;
drummers Jimmy Cobb’s The Original Mob and Louis
Hayes’ Return of the Jazz Communicators; and
saxophonists Javon Jackson’s Expression and Vincent
Herring’s The Uptown Shuffle.
“I’ve always had it in the back of my mind that the
club should have its own label,” reflects Stache. “And
I’ve wanted to capture the same good sound quality
we get in the club.” Retaining his preference for the
“old fashioned way”, Stache launched the label with a
500-copy collector ’s edition 200-gram vinyl LP that
samples four selections from four initial label releases
(Vincent Herring Quartet on “Elation”; David
Hazeltine Quartet on “My Ship”; Javon Jackson Band
on “Think On Me”; and Harold Mabern on “To You”).
This unusual label launch item is one of the things
differentiates this label from others. All of the releases
are produced using vintage techniques and audio
paths, which deliver an analog sound. Stache explains:
“There is a warmth that is gotten that you don’t achieve
with the digital approach, capturing the live sound
that you would get in a club.”
In addition to this philosophy, Stache takes a
different approach regarding preparing for the
recording sessions. “I book the groups into the club for
three nights even before going into the studio. It’s not
really a rehearsal, but it does give the artists the
opportunity to work out the songs and arrangements
while getting important feedback from a live
audience.”
So far, feedback from the label’s artists about label
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operations has been favorable. Herring comments, “I
loved the way Paul and Frank transformed the place
from Augie’s. It could not be better, not only physically
but also in the way they treat musicians. So when they
asked me to record, I felt honored. I love the
professionalism they display both in running the club
and on the recording end.”
Trombonist Steve Davis (who has known Paul,
Frank and their partner Damon Smith since the
inception of Smoke Jazz Club—even before when it
was still Augie’s), remarks “We’ve been friends for
years, so it was an easy, logical fit for me to sign with
the label. There’s always been a great rapport between
Paul and Frank, the entire staff at the club and the
musicians. So doing a record date together was a
pleasure. Everything was first-class…they get a great
sound in the studio as they do live at the club. Paul is a
terrific engineer and has great ears for the music. Also
the label made it possible for me to hire a truly allstar
band for our J.J. Johnson Tribute. We had a blast…I feel
great about the music and am really excited about this
project.”
Trombonist Steve Turre also adds his kudos: “I
have worked with Paul Stache for many years while
performing at the club. He has applied the same
integrity and regard for quality to the record label as
he has with the presentation and quality of ‘real jazz’
in the club. It has been a pleasure to work with him on
my own project Spiritman coming out in March.”
The label has a small staff and according to Smith,
who calls himself an associate producer and general
manager, “Paul Stache is president and Frank
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VOX NEWS

A Joyous Revolt on a Foggy Day
by katie bull
“That

dance? The jazz dance? Ah, the dance! The
dance of Life was ending,” wrote author John F.
Matheus in his beautiful 1925 award-winning short
story “Fog”. Matheus captured the life force impulse of
jazz, setting it on a train ride fraught with racial
prejudice in overt-tones. He took readers over a bridge
that cracked as the train descended into a blindingly
foggy river. The plunge, however, awakened all
survivors to their in-common humanity. The fog soon
lifted on the evolved riders, in more ways than one. In
the increasingly dehumanized 21st century the singers
highlighted here are some of the Best Of 2014; they are
awake to the jazz dance of life and their music is
evolved.
Andy Bey’s album Pages From An Imaginary Life
(Savant) is a deeply grounding instant classic. Bey’s
guiding torch of sonic truth is raw, unguilded and
essential. His music is a tender antidote to the hype of
our disjointed times.
Enter jazz goddess René Marie, parading as a
human. Her 2015 Grammy-nominated Eartha Kitt
tribute I Wanna Be Evil (Motéma) is a blast of raw
energy. At 54Below last month Marie sang with
incomparable depth of gut, grit and heart. In her

everyday life she is an active advocate for the homeless.
Another VOXNews ‘regular ’ is now a Grammy
nominee in the Best Arrangement: Instrumentals and
Vocals categories; quadruple threat trombone-playing
vocalist, arranger and bandleader Pete McGuinness
will capture your heart with Strength In Numbers
(Summit). Comparisons have been made to Chet
Baker ’s sound, but McGuinness has a voice all his own.
Another wizard is exploratory Swiss vocalist,
composer, bandleader and human beatboxer Andreas
Schaerer, whose album Hildegarde Lernt Fliegen: The
Fundamental Rhythm of Unpolished Brains (Enja/
Yellowbird)—and Arcanum (Intakt), a duo with
percussionist Lucas Niggli—embodies a pioneering
earthy-yet-wild, unpredictable vocal vision. Schaerer
is keeping it unreal and has Perpetual Delirium just out
on BMC Records.
Spun of kindred cloth, fantastic Polish experimental
singer Grzegorz Karnas offers a completely realized
trio album, Vanga (BMC Records), a solidly grooving,
fluidly swinging odyssey outside the box of tradition,
yet clearly rooted somewhere in ‘there’. Karnas’
remarkably wide resonant range and entirely original
scat chops are nothing short of breathtaking.
And speaking of chops, veteran poet Steve
Dalachinsky must be mentioned for the incredible
improvisational simpatico he displays with saxophone
great Dave Liebman on their album The Fallout of
Dreams (RogueArt). Dalachinsky’s poetic intensity

forges sharp personal images that rise and fall in a
sonic flood of percussive onomatopoeia.
“The true spirit of jazz is a joyous revolt from
convention, custom, authority, boredom, even sorrow
– from everything that would confine the soul of man
and hinder its riding free on the air.” (J.A. Rogers,
Jamaican-American self-taught historian, author and
journalist). The list goes on with many beautiful
albums “riding free”: Orphéon Célesta’s Cuisine Au
Jazz (Frémeaux & Associés), Dee Daniels’ Intimate
Conversations (Origin), Cyrille Aimée’s It’s A Good Day
(Mack Avenue) and Curtis Stigers’ Hooray for Love
(Concord). Some of the best albums of 2014 can be
heard live in January: Beat Kaestli’s Collage
(Francophone) at Bar Next Door (Jan. 19th) and
Brianna Thomas’ You Must Believe In Love (Sound On
Purpose) at Minton’s (Jan. 11th).
Catherine Russell’s Bring It Back (Jazz Village), to
be featured at the Winter Jazzfest (Jan. 10th), is a
do-not-miss event. Russell brings down the house.
Also check out fiery trumpet playing vocalist/
composer Bria Skonberg (Jan. 10th) and hybrid-arts
singer, actor, movement artist Jen Shyu (Jan. 9th), to
name only a few of the many vocalists appearing on
the festival roster, which takes place at several West
Village venues (Jan. 8th-10th).
Get ready for a month of full, joyous, liberating
jazz emersion. Take the plunge; be changed as you
enjoy the changes.v
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